Evan Rachel Wood and Jamie
Bell Split After 2 Years of
Marriage

By Sanetra Richards
The wedding bands are off for! According to UsMagazine.com,
Evan Rachel Wood and Jamie Bell have decided to go their
separate ways after two years of marriage. In an exclusive
statement, a rep told Us, “Evan Rachel Wood and Jamie Bell
have decided to separate. They both love and respect one
another and will of course remain committed to co-parenting
their son. This is a mutual decision and the two remain close
friends.” A source also added, “They love each other so much
but it just wasn’t right.” The pair met back in 2004 on the
video set of Green Day’s “Wake Me Up When September Ends” and
walked down the aisle eight years later in 2012. The 26 and
28-year-old also welcomed a new addition to their family last
July. The new mom shared with Us in November what motherhood
was like and her busy schedule: “I’ve been having separation
anxiety because I’m so used to him being right here all the
time. They kind of become a part of you, you know?” said Wood
as she blushed about their baby boy. “It was my dream to be a
mom, so I’m loving it. I love it.” “He’s smiling and laughing.
He started rolling over,” she went onto add about his steps
through babyhood. “He’s grabbing things. You know, he’s making
oohs and aahs.” The couple’s last red carpet appearance was
also back in November for the LACMA 2013 Art + Film Gala held
in Los Angeles.
How do you know when it’s time to call it quits on your
marriage?

Cupid’s Advice:
Unfortunately, every marriage cannot be salvaged, and it’s
best to know when you should part ways before letting time
pass you by. Here are a few things Cupid thinks will help you
come to the realization:
1. Everyday bickering: The time you spend together is consumed
by arguments, whether petty or major. And at the end of the
day, you and your partner cannot come to an agreement on
anything. Compromise definitely does not exist in your
household! Pay attention to the disputes revolving around some
of the smallest issues and if there is constant finger
pointing. Although proper communication can repair a
relationship, there is not a 100% guarantee.
Related: Evan Rachel Wood Welcomes a Baby Boy with Jamie Bell
2. Future? More like past: Your significant other starts off
as a good time – you can see planning and building your entire
life with him/her . . . but then you begin to realize that you
do not see them in your future. The dream of making a home,
starting a family, etc., slowly vanishes. The nitpicking and
dislikes become greater than ever – and so does calling it
quits.
Related: Evan Rachel Wood and Jamie Bell Tie the Knot
3. Attraction fizzles: No more wild and spontaneous dates, or
romance, period. You no longer desire to have your partner
around. Do not ignore the warning signs! Keep in mind, they
are always there before the storm approaches.
What are the signs that your marriage
Share your thoughts below.

is in its last days?

